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The Digital Grimoire:
A Dialog
by Benji Snyder

This writing is formatted in a dialog/ interview between
me and a critical thesis reviewers Heidi Kolk & Douglas
Dowd. This intriguing alternative approach to the traditional thesis paper structure aims to refine and provide an
immediate description of my thesis. One of the major topics discussed will be on The Grand Grimoire as an historical
object including its contents and related works. How the
contents of The Grand Grimoire, its focuses of summoning from how its pages are designed and purpose of layout,
will be defined and paralleled to my thesis. Aside the discussion defining The Grand Grimoire, we define the figure
of “Magician” relating it to “The Tempest” specifically to
its main character Prospero. In a brief look at how occult
narratives are in main media today; we discuss Hollywood
and the Sci-Fi genre. In closing the production media and
creation of my thesis as a digital grimoire is discussed in
relation to these supporting definitions of grimoire structure, magician, and current value in entertainment.

The Grand Grimoire

The Grand Grimoire, circa 1520 AD, also called the Red
Dragon and the Gospel of Satan, was discovered in the
tomb of Solomon in 1750 and is written in either Biblical
Hebrew or Aramaic. One of the most potent occult books
in existence it was written by an apocryphal figure by the
name of Honorius of Thebes, who is claimed to have been
possessed by Satan himself. The original object “The Grand
Grimoire” is being kept in the Vatican Secret Archives
unavailable to the public. However, when there was a ‘cheap
grimoire boom’ in France during 18th century, a version of
the Grand Grimoire was produced, and then published in
the following century. Those “copies” were then spread out
to the French colonies; however, the authenticity of these
copies is not known.

HK: You called the grimoire a compilation. That is really an
interesting cultural form--it is inherently hybrid. And perhaps
contested in some ways. So, trying to articulate what its core attributes are is a really helpful first stage in positioning your thesis
in relationship to that tradition.
The Grand Grimoire is a book of Black Magic used to summon daemons. Also known as Le Dragon Rouge or The
Red Dragon, this book contains instructions purported to
summon Lucifer for the purpose of forming a deal with the
devil. The work is divided into two book the first contains
instructions for summoning a demon and for the construction of tools with which to force the demon to do one’s bidding. A second /section the Sanctum Regnum and Secrets,
de L’Art Magique du Grand Grimoire (“Secrets, of the magic
art of the Grand Grimoire”)” this second book teaches the
rites of identifying and commanding a daemon without
need of tools. The foundational contents of these books
were formulas to summon daemons through language
usage, symbols, and astrological signs.
HK: So would you call them instructional manuals in the sense
that they contain both the incantations themselves as well as a
framing narrative of some kind. Did it describe or analyzed or
provided interpretive content alongside it? When looking at an
instance of this kind of publication, what are people invested in
trying to capture or represent, of this esoteric category of cultural
knowledge? For which the origins are to some degree obscure or
buried. What is one instance of an effort to encapsulate that kind
of knowledge, what does it look like? What choices were made in
presentation, in terms of imagery, in terms of aesthetic choices.
Very basically: why did it look that way?
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Absolutely they were instructional manuals, the major difference being between them being on summoning the “god”
within you or a “god/deamon” outside of you. Before there
were printed grimoires, when the church was dominant
some of the practitioners of magic used Christian texts as
vehicles, symbolic texts. For the magicians who knew about
the symbols, they could read biblical texts and be able to see
what the stories meant in terms of magical practice. This is
where we really start to see the practice of magic as a “hidden science”, due to its persecution. Speaking on biblical/
religious texts we see this same pattern of compiled “books”
in which some were edited in or out. This is strong parallel
of the Grand Grimoire for example to the Bible as a compiled written object. In terms of metaphor some biblical
narratives underlying formula is the same as can be seen in
the Grand Grimoire, such as the Tree of Life. The confusion
of paralleling them is simply due to the historical necessity of hidden symbolism, language and so forth. However
once that map key is understood, a magician can translate
any hidden metaphor in any text that references magical
ritual. In short, a magician could choose to read a grimoire
or a Bible and find the same magical formulas for example.
HK: Is there evidence of this set of codes? In terms of the Bible can
you give an example/formula in which pertains to a magical code
that lies under hidden symbolism or narrative?
A good example is the crucifixion and resurrection. One
of the main stories is that Jesus died on the cross he was 33
years old and then he died and rose again on the third day.
That’s a very well-known narrative. For the magicians, there
are numerical and anatomical realities that are hidden in
that text. There is an underlying anatomical narrative of
transmutation.
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Within the anatomy of the human body there is a sacred oil
that gets secreted once every month. Its birth corresponds
to each human’s moon and sun sign crossing in which
certain salts in the body match the unique vibration. As
the moon affects the tide so it does the body, as above to
below. This oil once born falls down the spine your pelvic
area, known to represent earth. This relates to the narrative
that god became human in the form of Jesus being born on
earth. The oil is then germinated in the solar plexus, this
area is referred to Bethlehem where the oil is raised from.
From there it then travels up the 33 vertebrae equaling the
age of Jesus at his death 33. The oil is then crucified/ transmuted and then rests dormant in the brain for 2 ½ days.
It then activates on the 3rd day, just as Jesus rose from the
dead on the third day. In a pure clean body this oil will revitalize the dormant matter and cells in the brain, even causing the Pineal Gland to drip the DMT molecule causing the
host to be illuminated and see the face of God.
There are a lot of details in that process which parallel not
just the function but naming of anatomy with biblical narrative. It’s a common story within magician law but it hides
underneath the narrative of the New Testament. Santos
Bonacci is an amazing source to deeply educate the usage
and origins of names and bridging their understandings
across media.
HK: That’s helpful as a nice kind of concrete example. So back to
the grimoire: How would the creators of the book signal to readers
the existence of hidden knowledge? Would they use visual cues?
There is definitely a visual history of magical symbolism,
the Tarot is a great example of a visual object that solely
focuses on imagery to communicate a message. The symbols themselves however in grimoires differ. If its is a raw
grimoire that takes ownership of its true content such as
the Grand Grimoire, hidden visuals are not needed. Whereas
if a magician is trying to speak in an object that does not
wish to present its true magical purpose, then that results
in examples like the bible that we gave with the story of
Jesus vs anatomical transmutation. With looking at unbashful forms like the Grand Grimoire knowledge in it is not
hidden directly but will need prior understanding to help
translate and read. A math calculus 5 book is not going to
make any sense to a starting mathematician as it is way to
complicated and needs lower building blocks of practice
and understanding. You can understand how this would be
even harder if ‘Math” were persecuted and had to form its
own secret language of symbolism and codes to stay alive
and in practice.

Benji Snyder

The Magicians Handbook: A
Collection of Mystical Practices
(2021) Pgs. 1,7,2, & Cover
Written & Illustrated by Benji Snyd
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In discussion of how the books signal, that requires the
knowledge of the keys to look for, like a map. If not taught
commonly it was up to secret magical societies such as the
Golden Dawn for example to find initiates to teach and pass
down the hidden knowledge. In modern times today there
has been books printed derived from different magical
branches and societies that openly teach these keys, such as
the Order of the Golden Dawn, The Lesser and Greater keys
of Solomon, and so forth. However, some societies such as
the Illuminate keep sacred knowledge not yet meant for
mass consumption. This type of “Hidden Knowledge” you
refer to is the definition of the word “Occult”. So, when the
occult is referenced, you now understand it refers to this
history of symbolism and hidden keys due to persecution.

Occult Narratives in Main Media

HK: Where is there an instance in the cultural past where this kind
of taboo of sharing secret knowledge with non-magicians has been
creatively expressed in mass culture as a kind of problem? Even if
it’s sort of mythologized.
Hollywood is one of the industries that does that. For
example, the film The Matrix—the first film in 1999 and
the rest of the trilogy in 2003. This is where it gets more
complicated because this touches on science fiction. As a
category most people would put The Matrix as science fiction, but there are occult underlying of that narrative and
the subjects the characters discussion nod toward occult
practices and understandings. The character Neo is magician-like, and he spends the film awakening to how things
really are in the world. A magician is pretty much somebody
who wakes up to reality and through that masters it. The
practice of magicians is to understand reality, in order to
manipulate it. Science and fantasy and magic sort of cross
or become blended, which is usually what causes confusion.
Because you would imagine that magic and modern science
are completely separate things. Hollywood often combines
those narratives.
Like translating biblical narratives as we discussed the same
process can happen in Hollywood films. If one understands
the keys to the narrative map, as a magician would be practiced in, they can see the occult under narrative in particular
Hollywood films. This is reasonable when one remembers
that Hollywood derives its entertainment practices from
magicians’ tactics. Magicians can Tel-A- Vision, Castbroadly, Channel – your programs, and the holly tree wood
is historically used for wands and staffs. This could retrospectively be tongue in cheek, but regardless words frame
our reality, and their purpose of usage and roots should
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not be overlooked. In short on the subject of Hollywood
shows evidence of precise design and even if it is a trick
to entertain, we must acknowledge from any perspective
that there is a magician’s hand behind the manipulation
of Hollywood.
HK: So, if I can say this as a layman, as an uninitiated, is that it
also provides this powerful set of metaphors and visual Kind of
frameworks, I guess, for understanding the hidden truths of the
universe. though it does so in using the vocabulary of technology
in scientific innovation which I guess is where it kind of matches
up with science fiction, but it’s understood to be sort of operating in this sphere of the metaphor. So, it is not about technology
per se, it is like using technology as a way to understand or you
know, using the mainframe and the metaphors of the computer
and all that.
Precisely, the Metaphor no matter its narrative is simply
a vehicle for the hidden intent/ message, sometimes it is
presented in such a in your face way that you look right
over it or symbolized as we discussed in hidden imageries
and visuals. Sci-Fi as a genre can lend itself to taking the
viewer out of the headspace of normality which allows an
easier channel of ideas, like a flash of fire in a magic show
to execute the reveal. But you also have examples where
Hollywood will prep their audience consciousness for
events/ discoveries for the world stage, like the idea of a
hollow earth. The famous early film Journey to The Center
of The Earth 2008 which main message was to open the idea
of a hollow earth not a molten core, is now recently executed again with Kong vs Godzilla 2021. This example is crucial because it plays upon the affect of main medias power/
record of history of our reality. As a culture/ audience we
have gone through the projected revelations that earth is
flat, then round, now molten to hollow, where you have serious masses of peoples believing this is a reality. Hollywood
as an industry can be dangerous as it can broadcast theses realties making them easier believed then the sciences
and laws of our historians. This shows the importance of
Hollywood’s influence because as the audience/ culture our
perception is being fought and shaped between Magicians,
Entertainment, Scientists and frankly programming with
Tech gods and apps. The term magician in this case is whittled down to manipulator and the question is the magician
is not self employed who are they working for?
HK: So, there is a universe of meanings that can be accessed even
though there is all this ambiguity it sort of sits alongside it. I wonder if there are any conventions of science fiction that have been
useful in your work, it seems like they have been? Maybe that
would be one way to talk about kind of how the artifact of the

Conversion (2021): Benji
Snyder, Digital
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grimoire gets poured into it or becomes a conduit for a cultural
vocabulary that you can adopt visually and narratively that
makes accessible this universe of occult content.
One of my inspirations being science fiction, I often have
found this sort of commonality between science fiction and
the study of magic/ grimoire format. Science fiction films
often dig deep on what it is to be human, it produces such
an alien filter and through that filter you can really dig deep

into the ideas and laws of existence. There is a lot of complexities in the human consciousness but it’s easy to receive
as an audience because it’s produced, and it’s approached in
such an alien way. A strange familiarity, there is something
humanly primal to Science Fiction films that it seems the
stranger the filter the closer the lens. The discovery outside ourselves become one within, this parallels magics As
Above so Below. The experience of a Grimoire and Science
Fiction parallel each other.
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The Divine Tragedy (2021):
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Culling The Truth (2021):
Benji Snyder, Digital
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Lucifer Obsidians Desire
( 2021): Benji Snyder,
Digital

They have the same laymen introduction of like here is an
alien sort of ritual of principle, tools, formulas, and languages that you don’t understand. But once you dig deep
into it, you gain a deeper understanding or reflection to
access something outside of you or within you. The state
of purpose is when you leave the theater or grimoire with
an altered consciousness
Moreover, that state of consciousness is one needed to
evolve. Like Neo in the Matrix, once you realize your reality is not true you seek to either escape or master it, otherwise you loose free will. What defines a magician, the true
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currency of magic is unmitigated freedom. This is a great
responsibility for a magician who is arguably a self-realized
god and to quote Harry Potter, “not all wizards are good.”

Defining Magician

DB: What is a magician? There are people who go to kids’ birthday parties and do card tricks and they’re called magicians.
Specifically, for laypeople, “magician” has a concrete meaning
which involves entertainment. Amusing trickery. The magician
is a person who creates an illusion through sleight of hand. We

Benji Snyder

know we are being fooled and there’s pleasure in that. In practical terms, there is such a thing as “a magic trick.” Which can be
performed by anybody who buys the kit or reads the book. The
lowest end grimoire, as it wer
On the high end of the grimoire, Prospero, in The
Tempest that is a quite different sort of Magician. Through defining the understanding and difference between these two quite
different meanings of the word, magician. Prospero does not do
dime-store magic tricks. would you reference key dimensions of
his powers/practices, note the dramatic context, and cite the act/
scene?

within the play, becoming a self-realized puppet master in
a sense. It Is important I think that this displays the magicians “reveal” only when he is fully in control, an unseen
web now to intricate to unravel. This would be a good parallel to Hollywood, as this “reveal” happens often after the
industries historically long woven web has already captivated its audience.

Prospero is a great example of a full-fledged magician as
being who has the mental capacity of how to manipulate
the universe and does so. Understanding how the universe
works: the secret rules of science and mathematics is a
measurement of manipulation in comparison to a slight
of hand trick, it all concludes in captivating the mind of
an audience.

the gorgeous palaces, The solemn temples, the great globe itself—
Yea, all which it inherit—shall dissolve And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff As
dreams are made on, and our little life Is rounded with a sleep.
(IV.i.)

Those being all my study, the government I cast upon my brother
and to my state grew stranger, being transported and rapt in
secret studies. (I.ii.)
This references the practice of magic as “Secret Studies”
framing it as a hidden art meant not for common folk. This
also is transition where Prospero leaves earthly powers/
desires and aspirations to gain knowledge in magic.
For this, be sure, tonight thou shalt have cramps, Side-stitches
that shall pen they breath up. Urchins Shall forth at vast of night
that they may work All exercise on thee. Thou shalt be pinched
As thick as honeycomb, each pinch more stinging Than bees that
made ‘em. (I.ii.)
This demonstrates the usage of vigorous emotional imagination as a fuel to incite words/ form spells, to create a reaction/ reality of consequence. It also is in affect planting such
an idea in Caliban’s mind of what will happen that he imagines it so vividly that it become his reality/ curse if he were
to defy Prospero. This shows the manipulation of the mind
from a magician’s usage of words to plant seeds of reality
in a weak mind/ programming.
My high charms work, and these, mine enemies, are all knit up in
their distractions. They now are in my power. (III.iii.)
This is a moment where Prospero is fully in control, having weaved many charms and produced many distractions
the “audience” is now fully captivated. The magician at this
point has captivated the Audience of the play, the characters

Our revels now are ended. These our actors, As I foretold you, were
all spirits and Are melted into air, into thin air. And, like the baseless fabric of this vision, The cloud-capped towers,

This passage is especially important in terms of the mental reality a Magicians mind lives in. The world is a stage,
and everything is magic except to the magician. This pinnacle acknowledgement of the illusion of nature, is essential in the manipulation of it. The ethereal reality behind
and within what human deem as “Solid” is what makes it
akin to a dream. Paralleling the globe as a stage makes a tie
between actors as magicians, supporting the illusion for the
mass audiences. I think this parallel of actors and magicians
also ties with my argument of Hollywood being conscious
of this same manipulation.
But this rough magic I here abjure, and when I have required Some
heavenly music, which even now I do, To work mine end upon
their senses that This airy charm is for, I’ll break my staff, Bury it
certain fathoms in the earth, And, deeper than did ever plummet
sound, I’ll drown my book. (V.i.)
This is a great passage to end with. First Prospero references
is start in magic as rough, hinting a brute will and strangled
management of charms and manipulation. We see this violent approach with his treatment of Caliban in cursing him
and his cruel distractions of the men which his spirit activates. The verbiage of “Drowning his book: and “breaking
his staff ” is very particular.
In my knowledge of ancient magic and alchemy, Drowning
may refer to the poisoning of one’s ability to speak in the
language of magic, which requires certain fully functioning body parts. The drowning of these “books” could be the
forgetting or cutting access off to these retainers of knowledge, such as the pineal gland. This gland can be calcified
and is akin to being drowned in fluoride which cuts off the
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connection/ access to heavenly language. This ties to the
communication and demand of spirits as spirits communicate at a higher frequency and cannot talk with a “submerged” mind.
The Staff could represent the Spine and breaking that staff
would be akin to severing its function of transmutation.
“burying it into earth” is referential to the lowest chakra
which is at the base of spine symbolized as earth in occult
language. Basically, saying his spine will no longer function beyond its lowest chakra. However, this is a alchemical translation and the staff could be reference to a wand
of “Hollywood or staff of Ashen wood” in which there are a
few historical depictions and tales of usage.

DB: There’s a point at which the idea of magic and the occult
becomes marketable. As fun. Which gets integrated into print
culture and emerging consumer culture from the 1890s on.
Yes, the seances, and mystical women, the Penny Dreadfuls
[1830-50s], gothic fiction, Frankenstein [1818] Dracula [1897].
The European interest in Egyptian artifacts and the mystical Book of the Dead and stuff. When modern people were
revisiting or rediscovering the roots of the world. This lead
to games such as Oujia, the usage of Tarot cards, and New
Age tools and practices.
DB: As a digital grimoire, how does your project relate to its
printed antecedents? You have suggested that the latter had an
element of private journals, the diaristic aspects we associate with
memoirs.

Finally, the choice of existing as the magician and even
actor, as Prospero has to address the audience to “release
him through applause” is needing recognition of his works
to ascend beyond the stage. In occult narrative the master
magician once demonstrating his final test/ example of his
work fakes/ dies, existing the stage/ earth. This is known
as ascension and in conspiracy is what many actors and
celebrities do when they “suddenly die mysteriously”. This
is a privilege where the magician leaves the stage and is no
longer bound to the play or their vessel character, meaning
rules of life, as they are above its reality now.

Authorship of Grimoires

DB: Was everybody who owned a grimoire a magician? Or were
there aspects of this cultural form that were of interest as a diversion? In other words, is it always a professional text? Could it be
something else also? For another kind of person.
As Grimoires transitioned between being soley handwritten to printed there was a divide of usage to more personalized forms. For example, you would have Astrologers would
write grimoires or magical texts that would record their
experiments and their findings and practices. You would
have scientists that were some laymen who would have
them, in cultured families. People used them as journals;
they wrote in the margins to record their private experiences. A contemporary example of this journalistic format
is the Grimoire for the Green Witch by Ann Moura. That
book was a result of her and her family, because her family
was three generations of witches, so they had a lot of traditional magic that they passed on through their lineage to
her the most recent. In writing her own grimoire she choose
to keep and or add elements of magical practice, paralleling
the tradition of compilation and editing.
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DMT Communion (2021):
Benji Snyder, Digital
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Personally, as somebody who has consumed, a lot of the
straightforward magic books of formulas, and this and
that history, it can be rather boring. You need the passion
to really want to understand, but it’s not meant to entertain,
it’s meant to educate and so as an artist and visual creator
and then somebody is interested in these topics, I wanted
to approach it but also make it entertaining for myself to
create and for my readers to digest. I wanted to focus on the
diaristic aspect of it and personalize it. I’m very inspired by
film so it’s like, how can I portray this is entertaining way,
so that my readers can get lost in the narratives.
I also wanted to explore different formats of telling narrative. Usually in a film there’s always a first encounter that
sort of initiate the main character, or, as in my viewers are
initiated into an alien subject or narrative or story.
So, in my first chapter, “Mystical Encounters,” I wanted to
parallel that experience of getting introduced to subjects
that are not very realistic or believable. First-hand accounts
of real people experiencing to their eyes or to the eyes and
group of people, a real thing that has happened and would
be considered a paranormal encounter.
I guess it is like convincing one of the realities of the world
of Harry Potter. Like not every person fly on a broom and or
every person can go to a magical lands and Hogwarts and
stuff. But in my narratives, there are those who are privy to
the mystical and do that, and here’s what that might look
like or here’s how this could be, and here’s and here’s an
image of that and so really just getting the viewer past the
veil between this is a story, and that this is real.
DB: Back to the diaristic aspects of grimoires which you have
described. This includes the people who write their own concoctions and observations in the in the margins of their printed copy.
Are they participating in that tradition?

Rajens Tomb of Wisdom
(2021): Benji Snyder, Digital

Yes, I think the inclusion of personal witness and experience is necessary as additional support of these Grimoires.
These objects as well as my thesis have a demand of recognition and that requires practice of theory and proofing the
methods, just as in scholarly source material. The complication with Magic and these records of experience is that it
reveals a world that the main media and forces of manipulation and power don’t want to disclose. So, it is silenced or
“fictionalized” to the point where it cannot be believed. In
participating in tradition, the continued tools and rituals
of magic are available but higher levels are either extremely
hard to reach and require knowledge withheld publicly, and
or demand integration to societies and their personal agendas of manipulation. Like Harry Potter as in most cultures
there is a power struggle for control and knowledge is the
currency.

The Digital Grimoire

Lucy’s Chest of Souls(2021):
Benji Snyder, Digital

DB: So, your project serves as an initiation into this world for
your reader. So, it is comparable to reading a fantasy novel. You
are taken to places that you would not otherwise go. And it has
a kind of intimacy. Because it’s secret. Also, that there is an educational component--the grimoire chapter is a sort of cliff notes
to the initiation.
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Oh, yes. The grimoire chapter is where I made a small spell
book called The Magicians Handbook which contents cover
some basic magical practices and tools for the Novice magician. It initiates a layman through some basic understandings on elements of magic such as frequency, sigil making,
and utilizing the body in vision altering. Some grimoires
like The Grand Grimoire and the Lesser and Greater Keys of
Solomon focus a lot on summoning and having the Deamon
work magic for you.
With the Magicians Handbook I wanted to show some
quick personal executions of practice to give a practical
engagement and result. Magic does not always have to be
summoning a god or changing the weather it can be simple manipulations and that was the idea behind making a
small handbook!
As a practitioner, scholar, and reader of magical texts like
the Grand Grimoire and books akin to its enormity I know
it can be daunting to approach a large orchestra of a spell,
so my book introduces the instruments, allowing a daily
usage and intimacy. I would want to instill the passion of
practice like an art not a grand final performance.
The chapter Mystical Encounters is reflective of the introduction to Spirits, Deamon, and natural hidden creatures
that magic opens you up to. The Magicians handbook
doesn’t included summoning, however interaction with the
mystical is still very much an initiation. I aimed to have the
viewer cross realities veil through engaging stories. These
first and secondhand accounts included are true but understandably fantastical in layman nature. I would not undervalue the shock effect as I feel that is a great hook to capture
one’s needed attention. The stories include Centaur sightings, Daemon encounters, and communication with ghosts
and natural forces. Approaching my reader very authentically I relay the personal encounters of my brother, sister,
friends, and myself. This chapter focuses the presence of
the fantastical in 3d physical life.
Diving into the 4th and higher dimensional realms are the
narratives for the Astral Travels chapter. Medium wise I was
interested in flexing concept art to frame these fragments.
As the memories and shared experiences are fragmented,
that visual collection was akin to its original experiences.
In a diaristic fashion akin to the Grimoire format, I aimed
to bring only unique experiences I had data on. Focusing on
3 different realms, Eden, Hell, and The Void, each one contained visual glimpses accompanied with narratives
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Asunders Wrath (2021):
digital, Benji Snyder

Asmodel vs Dracon(2021):
digital, Benji Snyder

Battling The VOID (2021):
digital, Benji Snyder

Benji Snyder
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EDEN Concept (2021): digital,
Benji Snyder
EDEN Portrait ( 2021): digital,
Benji Snyder
EDEN Banner (2021): digital,
Benji Snyder
HELL Concept (2021): digital
Benji Snyder
Lucy’s Work (2021): Digital,
Benji Snyder
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of description. I wanted to bring these etherical &environments to life parallel to Hollywood films, introducing
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The Meeting of Asmodel
& Lucifer (2021): digital,
Benji Snyder
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alternative concepts to these biblical realms as I and my
order have come to know them. From character portraits,
cultural objects, to environment art, I give a diverse intimate engagement with these realms. Corresponding to the
compilation form of a grimoire these narratives are evolving and being further defined with experience. The aptly
named usage of narrative fragments bring in truth that it
is a continued discovery of a whole.
Inspired by modern comic formats of storytelling I finished
my last chapter with Dimensional Tales. This involves 2
stories, one where my sister and I astral travel to Hell
and another where my sister, her boyfriend, and I physically travel to Eden via portal. Stylistically I have come to a
refined style of graphic quality balancing readability with
visual interest. For the exhibition, the first dimensional tale
“The Meeting of Asmodel & Lucifer” is framed in 4 gothic
window posters. Mounted on the wall the viewer can engage
with the comic narrative leading them physically towards
the second narrative posters. In addition, I take the second
narrative “Visiting Eden” a step further making it 3d viewable, framing the experience akin to mine in its illusionistic ethereal quality. In the exhibition the physical act of the
viewer putting on the 3d glasses corresponds to the initiation of choosing to have a different perspective to access
an understanding. In the exhibition I include a link to my
website, A Digital Grimoire, that houses the entirety of my
thesis project. It was an essential design choice to have the
grimoire be accessible 24/7 reflecting the evolution of the
Grimoire as a traditional physical object to a modern evolving ethereal version.

Visiting Eden (2021):
digital, Benji Snyder
Celestial Map (2021):
digital, Benji Snyder
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